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Portable Jeweler’s Cart
by Joyce Zborower

Organization on Wheels

I don’t like being stuck away in a little room when I work -- I like working 
in the living room. But I don’t like to look at the mess. I used to store 
my tools and supplies in a bookcase, but every time I wanted to work 
on my jewelry, I had to carry everything from the bookcase to the living 
room table and back again. This got old really fast!

I had to find a different kind of storage system; perhaps some sort of 
portable unit. My husband and I went shopping and after checking out 
several stores, we wandered into the laundry section of a home/linen 
supply store. We found several different styles of laundry carts, both 
plastic and metal, for less than $25. Great! 

I then purchased two small plastic storage containers (13” x 8” x 
5”) from an office supply store and they fit perfectly. One container 
holds wire and the other holds beads. There was also room for other 
little plastic containers that are useful for storing pliers, scrap wire, 
or discarded items. There is a shelf suitable for a bench block, jeweler’s 
anvil, crimper, and various hammers, as well as two other smaller plastic 
containers divided into even further storage spaces. 

I sewed holders for my bead board, ring stick, and ruler, which are 
attached to the ends of the cart with Velcro™. And I twisted heavy 
aluminum wire into hooks for hanging ring sizers and my OptiVisor™, also attached to one end. Recently, I’ve added a 
dapping block, metal hole punches, mini-files, a foam ring-holder for finished rings, and a mirror, --which is always very 
useful when designing necklaces. 

So-o handy! Now I can do my work during the day and easily put things away when I’m finished. This storage unit seems 
so small and compact, yet it holds quite a lot. Wheels make it easy to move, but it’s so lightweight, even fully loaded, it 
can also be picked up and carried out of sight. Rather a neat idea, don’t you think? 
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JOYCE ZBOROWER’S designs have appeared in Lapidary Journal, 
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